








KRE-O MY LITTLE PONY – PACKAGE LAYOUT & BRANDING DESIGN 
Retail packaging for KRE-O My Little Pony items. Developed packahing graphics based on supplied My Little Pony styleguide and 
newly updated KRE-O logo. Concepeted poduct layout for each individual set, and worked with in-house 3D team to create renderings 
for front panel as well as back panel insets to communicate features.



YO-KAI WATCH – PACKAGE LAYOUT & BRANDING DESIGN 
Retail packaging for Yo-Kai Watch YO-MOTION medal Bling Bags and PDQ tray. 
Developed YO-MOTION logo and associated graphics to communicate new feature for the 2nd season of products. 
Provided concept and layouts for packaging art in addition to art direction for illustratrions on package. 



YO-KAI WATCH – PACKAGE LAYOUT & BRANDING DESIGN 
Retail packaging for Yo-Kai Watch MODEL ZERO watch. 
Developed YO-MOTION logo and associated graphics to communicate new feature for the 2nd season of products. 
Provided concept and layout for packaging art in addition to art direction for illustratrions on package. 



OXO GOODGRIPS – PACKAGE LAYOUTS & PHOTO ART DIRECTION 
Retail packaging for GoodGrips 11 lbs. Glass Scale, and sample of other product photography. 
Worked directly with photographer in the studio to create front panel beauty shot and all shots needed for packaging 
to communicate major features. These images would also be used for ads, catalogs, and various websites.



HOT WHEELS TRACK SETS - DESIGN & PLAYSET ILLUSTRATIONS 
Hot Wheels Triple Track Twister and CARCADE retail packages. The Triple Track Twister uses a forced perspective to make the viewer feel engaged in the track set. 
The CARCADE uses two models and an exaggerated hyper-real illustration to showcase all of the features of this non-traditional Hot Wheels toy.
Provided layout concepts for both sets, art direction to the illustration teams to create finished front panel graphics, and photo shoot art direction.



HOT WHEELS TRACK SETS - DESIGN & PLAYSET ILLUSTRATIONS 
Hot Wheels Color Shifters Sharkport Showdown retail package. Sharkport Showdown features two color-change zones and a chomping shark. 
The package uses a playfully exaggerated style of illustration to bring the shark, and the whole set to life.
Provided layout concept and art direction to the illustration team to create finished front panel graphics.



HOT WHEELS TRACK SETS - DESIGN & PLAYSET ILLUSTRATIONS 
Hot Wheels Motorized Mega Garage retail package. The Motorized Mega Garage uses a more traditional perspective 
with a point of view that captures all of the play set features in one shot. 
Provided layout concept and art direction to the illustration team to create finished front panel graphics.



HOT WHEELS ROCKET CAR SCIENCE KIT - PACKAGE & INSTRUCTIONAL BOOKLET
Package and instructional booklet included in the Hot Wheels Rocket Car Science Kit. Winner in the Consumer Products category of the 
2011 American Package Design Awards. Provided concept, art direction of original line drawings, print specifications, and design layout 
of package and booklet. This item was only available for purchase online, so part of the package was designed to allow for a mailing label.



HOT WHEELS BALLISTIKS - LOGO, TRADE DRESS, CHARACTER & PLAYSET ILLUSTRATIONS
Overall art direction of packaging for the Ballistiks segment of Hot Wheels. 
Worked with a design agency to help develop the look and feel of the Ballistiks line based on information supplied by the Hot Wheels Marketing Team. 
Collaborated to produce a style that could be applied to a variety of package types while maintaining a strong segment presence. 



HOT WHEELS R/C - KEN BLOCK DRIFT CAR PACKAGE
Design of package graphics for Hot Wheels R/C Ken Block Ford Fiesta Drift Car. 
Provided concept and design layout using Ken Block’s style guide as reference. 
Also responsible for art direction of photo shoot and image retouching.



HOT WHEELS WALLTRACKS - DESIGN & PLAYSET ILLUSTRATIONS 
Sampling of three Hot Wheels WallTracks packages. WallTracks won the Toy of the Year Award in 2012. A key part of the package’s success was being 
able to instantly see that the track set was placed on a wall, making it stand out from all other Hot Wheels sets. Provided layout concept for each toy, and a layout 
style that could be applied to multiple package sizes in the toy line. Also provided art direction to 3D illustrators who created renderings of playsets and cars.



HOYLE GAMING SUITE - SOFTWARE PACKAGES & APP DESIGN
Design of package graphics for four Hoyle software titles and title screens for two Hoyle iOS apps. 
Provided concept, design layout, print specifications including spot embossing, and mechanical layout. 
Worked with 3D illustrator to render key art for the Casino Game, Slots, and Puzzle & Board Games packages.



RCI: REGISTRY COLLECTION - PROPERTY GUIDE
Catalog of properties and services for RCI’s luxury timeshares, delivered to current and future Registry Collection clients. 
Worked closely with the creative director to establish look and feel of the book. Sourced stock photography in addition to supplied photos 
to layout a property detail page for over 100 properties. Oversaw all color correction for printing and attended press check at the vendor.



AVIS: CHAIRMAN’S CLUB - PROMOTIONAL MAILER
Direct mail package created for Avis’ high-end car rental business, Chairman’s Club. Received a Gold Medal
in the Direct Marketing Business to Consumer category at the 2007 ASTRA Awards. 
Provided concept, creation of original artwork, design layout, print specifications and mechanical layout.



ROLLERBLADE - CONSUMER CATALOG
2006 Rollerblade consumer catalog designed for in-store displays, and distribution through sales teams and events. 
Responsible for concept and design layout using supplied images. Provided input on production format to help keep job cost within budget.



TCNJ ART GALLERY - EVENT MAILERS
Sampling of three event mailers designed for the College of New Jersey Art Gallery. 
Provided concept, creation of original artwork, design layout, print specifcations and mechanical layout.




